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ISSUE #181 

L O S T    P R O P E R T Y 
We’re having more and more 

people report to us that they are 

losing things at the moment, or 

that they have left their bags lying 

around the house and can’t then 

re-find them. 

Bags being left lying around 

causes issues for the cleaners, 

sixth formers who use the house in their free lessons for 

study, as well as a potential trip hazard when left at the 

bottom of stairwells. Whilst everyone will likely think 

that just their ‘one bag’ is not a problem, if all 195 

students in the house left ‘just one bag’, we’d have a 

barricade worthy of a scene from Les Miserables. 

As a reminder, bags can be left in the following places; 

• All 4 boys and girls toilets downstairs, where 

there is shelving, racks and hooks, enough space 

for over 20 bags in each 

• Courtyard racks, enough space for over 100 bags 

• Specialist/high value items may be stored in the 

staff-only-access cupboard near the office. 

Please see house staff. 

• Boarders may of course takes bags upstairs after 

school/in the evening. 

Finally, there is also a lost property box in the back 

corner of the prep room. Currently it is full of coats, 

jumpers and some shoes that are all unnamed. Do 

check there is you have lost anything in the house. 

Thank you to everyone who has offered ideas to 

help in the kitchen redesign and suggested 

concepts. We’re now going into the actual unit 

design shapes and sizes, and will incorporate some 

of the aesthetic ideas offered. We’re definitely 

going to try and include some of the best ideas 

including a blackboard drawing wall, a breakfast 

bar with high stool seating, and hopefully look into 

some exposed brick style walls. Thank you! 

K I T C H E N    I D E A S 

Boarders went to go and see the new Jurassic World 

Dominion film on Saturday night. Quick review opinions 

included; 

“Really good, although the raptor ‘Blue’ is the best character.” 

“We nearly jumped out of our seats at the jump scare bits, I 

really liked it.” 

“There was a brilliant Bond-like car chase. Best part for me.” 

‘Lightyear’ is our next trip out, on Saturday 18th June. Please 

pay on WisePay now to ensure a ticket, which are limited. 

M O V I E    R E V I E W 

Year 7 and Year 8 reports are currently 

in the process of being written by class 

teachers, and will give an indication at 

the end of the year where they have 

progressed in the last term. As ever, 

once the reports are published if you 

have queries or questions you wish to 

raise, please go to your child’s tutor in 

the first instance. 

Following the Year 7 Progress Reports will be an online virtual 

parents evening. Booking details will be sent out in due 

course for the event, which will take place on Tuesday 28th 

June. 

Y E A R    7    A N D    8 

We might be near the end of the year, but still plenty of 

points earning time remains! Well done this week to; 

Bronze - Jessica H, Harry T and Alfie W 

Silver - Theo C, Joseph LGC, and Leo S 

Gold - Alex B, Harley S, and Oliver WP 

P E E L    P R A I S E 


